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A rather common and apparently unavoidable situation met

in elementary particle physics is that to distinct energy regions

there correspond completely different parametriiations of the

scattering amplitude. In general, these parametriiations have

little chance of sticking together in an analytic way, unless an

infinite number of conditions are satisfied. To quote a well

known example^ when one tries to describe the asymptotic

behaviour of a scattering amplitude by means of a Regge expansion,

the condition that this formula does represent the boundary

values of the same analytic function X- (i ) (usually given

at low- energies) imposes the fulfillment of an infinite number

of sum rules of the form:

In practice, however, only a very limited number of these &vm

rules are usually evaluated, and this introduces approximations

in the method whose effects it is difficult to estimate.

Generally speaking, the problem of sticking together the

asymptotic behaviour and the low-energy (error affected) data can

be tackled in a rigorous mathematical way, which will be the

subject of a more complete forthcoming paper . Here we shall

consider a simpler and immediate approach, i.e. the possibility

of extrapolating the available low—energy data to high values

of the complex energy variable. Since in performing -this



extrapolation no hypothesis on the asymptotic fall-off will be

used, the numerical values obtained in this way, compared with

the corresponding predictions of different asymptotic

parametrizations or assumptions, could allow one to perform

a meaningful test of the latter , and/or a "selection" of

some "good" sets of parameters.

Since we like to believe that the asymptotic behaviour in

the complex plane does not depend on the particular direction

along which one approaches infinity (in other words, we suppose

that no essential singularities are present), we shall choose

to extrapolate to high modulus complex interior points. For

this kind of problem, a complete mathematical treatment has

been given, and we defer, to the existing literature for a full

discussion . Here in particular we shall always consider

crossing even amplitudes, and shall choose to extrapolate them

onto the imaginary -̂) s_ A<4— U.)/{k to, axis. Such amplitudes

must be purely real over this line, and so there will be a

remarkable simplification, allowing, moreover, a check of the

extrapolation procedure at every imaginary point.

As a particular process to start with, we shall consider

the "TT"~ 11 scattering, which is the simplest one from the

point of view of the analiticity properties of the scattering

amplitude. For this process, many new data have recently become

available , which cover an energy range up to jv^f 1>8 GeV.

Thanks to this reasonably copious experimental information, the

theoretical features of !|— [/ scattering have been exhaustively
4)investigated in the literature . A general result that seems

to emerge is that Regge behaviour on the rehl axis (in the commonly

accepted language, asymptotic behaviour on the real axis) is not

very precocious for this process. In particular, the amplitude

with isospin two in the ~\/ -channel is so strongly oscillating
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on the measured portion of the real V* — axis that

it is a hard task to argue, on the basis of the existing

data,whether its value (e.g. at ~t =; O ) on the real l/-

axis will eventually decrease to zero, as expected in a simple

Regge picture, or not

In this paper, we have focused our attention on the

following two amplitudes:

/

(2)

(2-)

where the upper index denotes the*p: -channel isospin/ the amplitude

with isospin zero in the "t -channel requires a more sophisticated

treatment and will be considered elsewhere. The extrapolation

technique we have adopted is that of Poisson weighted dispersion

relations . According to this method, the linear approximation

to the unknown function Q IV^ ),which is most stable with

respect to the actual indetermination of the experimental data,is

A ,

J* l " , 1
ff< -* (3)

where U- is the Green function of the problem, pl^ its harmonic

conjugate a n d C i s *he "optimal" weight function whose definition!

can be found elsewhere j iCj, 2. a r e 'fcne experimental histograms,

related to the unknown functions 9*, 2. oa the known portion [j_

of the cut } =• f ' y [ by the condition:



Besides the optimal extrapolation to the interior point iA.

(real and negative in our case of extrapolation to imaginary

values) the method supplies one also with aa optimal error 'bound:

(5)

( 'Wp denotes the last real experimental J/» value), which is the

smallest error obtainable by means of any weighted or unweighted

dispersion integral.

In performing our extrapolation, we had to consider two

different problems. The first is related to the lack of

sufficiently copious experimental information in the energy

region. )rf ̂  0,55 GeV, which makes the phenomenological

construction of the "error channel" eq. (4) practically impossible.

As a consequence, one has to "simulate" both data and errors in

this region. This has been done by resorting to power expansions

for the s$ and JO- waves (all the higher partial waves have

been assumed to vanish when Jl/^ 0.55 GeV) and allowing the

scattering lengths and slope parameters to vary within

experimentally meaningful limits. The details of this problem

are exhaustively discussed in another paper 7)

The result of the extrapolation depends on this "simulated"
i. I 2. •

input for low y^_ values; when | \f^ \ increases the dependence

b — waves becomes weaker andon the unknown low energy /£» and

weaker until it practically vanishes at a value of

is approximately equal to — 50/fo'~ in the case of

which

and
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is by an order of magnitude larger in the case of CL^ • Our

extrapolation will be systematically performed at values of Vg-

where the "simulated" input effect has'actually disappeared.

The second problem is related to the choice of asymptotic

bounds for the functions GL4. z. > i.e. of quantities such that

I*.
where ' 3_ is the unknown high V part of the real cut.

In a simple Regge model ,both Q^_ and <jj.$.«re expected to

vanish at infinity. Ve have started from the rather weaker

assumptions eq. (6) and allowed Vii^Z to vary within what

seem to us to be rather reasonable limits. More precisely, we

have choosen as extreme values the heights of fflA,2.1 at the

last experimentally seen resonant peak and at the highest seen

resonant peak, including the experimental errors. Numerically,

vith our choice of normalization, this means:

(7)

SO (7M

Higher values of M l t ( i n particular of M^. ) are probably

too pessimistic and we shall not consider them: their effect

would be to increase the extrapolation error, leaving the central

extrapolation result little affected. The experimental input

we have used is represented by the data of Protopopescu et al

in the region 0-55 <; ' \>(/ ̂  1 GeV and of Hyams et al. for

1 ^ J>/ ^- 1.8 GeV. The phenomenological error channel has

been built as in Ref. 7 j and the same - arguments given there

in section 3 still obtain here.
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The results of our extrapolation are shown in Figs. 1

and 2 . In Fig. l ,• the extrapolated values of QJ are shown

for values of V E which correspond to a complex energy )%/

of modulus 0.5 £lWl \ 2 GeV.

Qualitatively, the result begins to depend (alvays by a factor

£ 20 %) on the assumed M<L value tof\W\ *%, I GeV. In the region

°'5 5lH/|& 1 GeV, our result is completely independent of hoth- the

very low and the very high energy details. Fig. 1 shows also

the predictions (triangular points)at our V*£ values of a single

_P Regge pole model, assuming Ĉ -, = ^ and IT S ifa fa)a 0.6 (we

use the same notations as in RQf. 5) . As one can see, the

agreement is satisfactory, particularly in the region 0. 5 ̂  JI*/1 < l GeV,

where the values of our extrapolation are, in our opinion, totally

unbiased. Although different parametrizations are certainly not

ruled out in principle, one may safely conclude that a single P

trajectory is able to reproduce, not only the "average" amplitude,

but rather the amplitude itself, in the whole range of imaginary

y values corresponding to 0.5 ^ lU/j^Z GeV that we have explored.

Our results for the amplitude PL 2. are shown in Fig. 2, which

also contains the modulus of the data function Xj_ at the corresponding

real l V values. Here our plot starts at ^ C? — it 00 />**tf >

which corresponds to a complex energy U / such that J \j\$f 0.9 GeV;

for lower }} values, the result still depends on the "simulated"
low-energy input.

The most relevant feature of Pig. 2 is that the central

numerical values of the extrapolation result in the region

O-9^|lv7 ^ ^ GeV are always quite smaller (by one or even almost

two orders of magnitude) than the corresponding values of the

modulus of the data function X 2 . at real \>(/ values. This is
1 ,i I :

*)For higher lye I values, the extrapolation point in the
transformed Sj plane eq. (3) ^' ")moves from zero to 5 = -I
(which corresponds to l>= QO ) and one must resort to more
sophisticated extrapolation procedures, illustration or which is
beyond the purposes of this paper.
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still, although less spectacularly, true even if the large

*)errors are taken into account. Our conclusion is that the

unknown amplitude Q j may be consistently represented by a function

which is smooth and very close to zero over the whole portion of

imaginary \) -axis 0.9 ;< |l«/| ^ 2 GeV we explored. These

features, which are in marked opposition to the corresponding

behaviour on the real V — axis, would be consistent

with the common expectation that (2a. has to vanish asytnptoticallyj

with the indication, that seems to emerge also from our previous

analysis of the amplitude Qfi- ' that the asymptotic behaviour

on the imaginary V — axis might be particularly precocious.

In conclusion, we feel that the imaginary \f -axis might

be a good region to try to deduce unbiased information on the

asymptotic behaviour of the scattering amplitude. Our investigation

along this line for a more general class of processes is now

in progress.
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#} The fact that the extrapolation error is much larger than in
the case of Qj_ is only due to the actual quite large indetermination
affecting the available measurements of the strongly oscillating Qa.
amplitude.
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Numerical results of our extrapolation at complex Iv and

related errors ( ̂  / versus the modulus of the complex

energy ]%/ . The triangular points A are obtained assuming

a " single p "Begge pole model; with Qi* = d. and JSp (o) c Q, 6

(see Hef. '5). The figure above iB the modulus of

the data function at real physical (v values of the same

modulus as the corresponding extrapolation points.
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Numerical results of our extrapolation at complex tv

values and corresponding modulus of the data function, as in

Fig. 1.
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